
OF THE 87 ORGAN ROLLS

This text compiles phrases and sentences quoted from different sources, each containing 
the sound of the word: organ as it is found and used in the English language

1967 mechanical instrument, also known as an Organ Positif (or portable)
8393 - Cue the organ music, another week has begun. Jun. 5th,

2006 at 6:00 AM
a "natural material" means that it is

essentially the same
as it was found in nature, but an " organ -ic material" means that it is carbon based

a Long Island firm which
later became the Welte-Tripp Organ Company of Sound Beach, Connecticut

a m- organ -atic marriage is sometimes called a
"left-handed marriage"

a magnificent conservatory
(enhanced by the music of its massive pipe organ ) at Longwood Gardens

a profess- or gan -ged alongside others in a straight line
ability of the brain to process

information from sense organ -s
 adults Geometrids have a hearing organ (tympanum) on each side of the abdomen

Aeolian refused to install or to guarantee their organ without their own console
Aeolian’s chief organ builder wrote to Hoffman advising that

the console would best be placed at a distance
from the chamber, preferably
in the living room

all around the organ there's a sea without a shore
Allen Organ Company

almost every micro- organ -ism in this microscopic world is motile
always check the organ -izer on my desk, sharpen the pencils, test

every pen and replenish the paper clips
ancient Hebrew organ -s called Magrepha

and I quote: a woman's love organ is like the open mouth of a snake
filled with poison

ANNOUNCEMENT: PIANO / ORGAN LESSONS by old female tutor
another bi-product of the residency is,

possibly the only existing recording of the
process of tuning a complete set of organ pipes, which took about 15 hours over

three weeks
architect Burrall Hoffman, Jr. commissioned

The Aeolian company to create an organ for Vizcaya, to be completed by October 1, 1915
arrange each tile one at a time organ -ized in alphabetical order

as anarchist, my take on the concept of organ -ization does not depend on a brain, but results
from the natural urge to become socially
responsible

as i walked into my room i realized 
that at the end of the day, your brain is really

just a giant smell organ , and that the word "disco" comes from
the french word for library

asked, what do you mean by "self" organ ? and, she said, ego
at the beginning of the 20th century, large barrel organ -s were often converted to run on piano rolls or

book music
bagged organ meats from Chicken Valley

Baldwin Piano & Organ Co
barrel organ -ists are generally confined to pre-programmed

tunes
because we are talking about human organ -s, not musical ones

Benzene is the simplest of the arenes, a family of organ -ic compounds
bird organ -s were called serinettes in France, you know,

they have a different word for everything
Bob chose the pieces and the order of

selections for the final organ CD playlist
Bob is one of those who spends his time organ -izing a different musical ring-tone to identify

each caller
bouef tongue was tender,
without that metalic-taste organ meat

British Institute of Organ Studies



busker organ -s have been around for possibly centuries
called: Captain M- organ ‘s Retreat

Captain M- organ Rum Company 
cats also have a scent organ in the roof of their mouths called the vomeronasal

causal causes represent the
lasting permanency of a micro- organ -ism from primitive times

celebrating "minority organ donor awareness month"
cellular phones that double as pocket electronic organ -izers, music / video players, and

mini pinball machines
cellular organ -isms

changes of a tonal nature would make these stop
selections incorrect and render the player

unit useless for correct interpretation of the music
as it was performed by the organ -ist who cut the roll

chemical substances sprayed on the parents
2 to 3 times to enhance panicle exertion,

increase duration of flower opening,
prolong receptivity of the female organ (stigma), and adjust plant  height of parents,

thereby increasing chances of cross pollination
cinema organ -s are designed to accompany silent movies

clever idea that nonetheless threw the organ builders for a loop
clone-wheel organ -s that were light enough for one person to carry

CMN is the main policy organ of the Ministry of Finance
combo organ -s were popular, especially with pop and

rock bands, and was a signature sound
in the pop music of the period, such as
The Doors, Led Zeppelin, and Iron Butterfly

composers become organ -ic members of any community that supports
them

composers such as Marcel Dupré and
Olivier Messiaen added significant

contributions to the organ repertoire
concerns about the use of moisture

reactive materials such
as iron, nickel and glued wooden parts in the organ mechanisms

construction of the organ began in the winter
contact the police bef- ore gan -gs in the neighborhood hear about it

contrastingly, for Dr. Septimus Piesse,
a French chemist, the smell organ was something else, however

cylinder music boxes are cousins of the barrel organ that incorporate metal, rather than
wooden cylinders

Dale Folwell plans to spend the next month
on a motorcycle trying to raise awareness about organ regeneration the same way he often works bills

through the Legislature: using numbers
Danny the Distracted Organ Transplant Delivery Boy

Dave Stewart of the British group Egg and
Kerry Minnier of Gentle Giant are

my favorite Hammomd B3 organ keyboardists
Deering paid to Aeolian for canceling

the contract for installation of an organ they had built to his architect’s specifications
delays would prove definitive for the organ at Vizcaya
Department of Pediatric Surgery and Organ Transplantation ...

E-48903 BARACALDO - VIZCAYA
describes torture as organ failure

describing people's behavior, ' organ -ization' lacks the humanistic quality of the
word 'company'

devoid of the knowledge of what seeing is like,
seems impossible to desire a seeing organ attached to the body

diagrams show the location of the vomeronasal organ -s in adult humans
discussions about an organ for the main house had begun as early as

October 1913
do you love hearing organ music as much as I do?

donald is in-charged of watching other people organ -ize
don't you dare look at me with those organ eyes

doubts that grew with every tale of instrumental
woe he heard from friends and

acquaintances --  about the viability of
an automatic organ in a tropical environment



drumming organ sexually dimorphic: in females as in Vizcaya; in
males second. abdominal tergite dilated, convex,
with a shallow oval depression centrally

dry cultures comprising at least one micro- organ -ism species
Dylan's ghoulish "haunted house" organ playing

E. coli is a bad-ass micro- organ -ism that causes a host of diseases
each phase has an associated season,

emotion, taste, organ , etc. 
ears are organ -s that detect sound

EGFR in sense organ determination
electrically stimulate the cochleae

or primary hearing organ
electronic organ -s sold since the 1980s utilize sampling to

produce the sound
end organ disease

Ernie Fosselius, the instrument’s creator, then
confided that the punched paper rolls that drive the organ are derived from MIDI files!

even hired an organ -ist who could not play the instrument for the 
holidays as it was “in no sense complete”

everyone talks about poltry, but mone are organ -ically raised children
exhibit toxicity to a range of cell and organ types both in vitro and in vivo
experiments on an automatic playing organ were so unsuccessful that they would not

undertake to furnish one
explained the principle that

"The Institute" is not a house organ when ‘house’ is defined as the
Board of Directors or the President

exposure to high levels of
environmental pollutants called organ -ohalogen compounds (OHCs) seems to reduce

the size of sexual organs in male and female polar
bears, researchers report in an article scheduled
for the Sept. 15 issue of the ACS journal, 
Environmental Science & Technology

expressing grave concerns about the
planned use of iron, nickel

and glued wooden parts in the Aeolian organ mechanisms
expression profiles of all members of

these two gene families
were also analyzed in 17 different poplar organ -s

eyes are light organ -s
false” signals interfere with the body’s

regulation at all levels from inside cells
up to major sense organ inputs to the brain

fans blow in your face and the scent organ pumps out pine fragrances 
female organ

five theater organ records for sale
Flash Gordon headed f- or Gan -ymede

for decades, experts thought that the
cochlea's spiral shape had no effect on how

this critical hearing organ functions
for instance, the urinary system comprises organ -s that work together to produce, store, and

carry urine
former NAC Coach Jeremy Organ was selected to head the new women's swim team

fortunately, you can opt out of organ socialism
from a Man-Tiger- Organ , prettiest of his toys

furnished with a normal set of organ keyboards
G- organ -nites come from the land of Gorga

generic drugs for male organ enhancement
get m- ore gan -ister for your money
getting organ -ized

Given Mrs Fisher’s opinion about Aeolian automatic organ do you still agree with me best to have Welte
attachment also.”

hairy lips that threaten to pull her taste organ out by the roots ... a game of cat and mouse
where the pussy always wins

hand-cranked street organ began life in the eighteenth century 
hard-c- ore gan -g

harmoniums differs from other organ -s chiefly in their sound-producing element
having fewer pipes,

barrel instruments were cheaper than conventional organ -s



he likes art and draws well, but likes sciences too
and is worried about money ... so i think

he'll become an organ -ographer, or something like that
he organ -izes his study into two parts

hearing the clock with great attention,
I will not, perhaps, see anything although

my eyes may be open, showing that the mind
was not attached to the seeing organ -s, but the ear
heart, kidneys, eyes, and other organ -s

heaven, or Gan Eden is where the righteous go after death
Henry M- organ began producing rum in 1680 on the

island of Jamaica
Henry Willis speculated

that the intended method of use for the keyboard organ was to run the knuckles up and down the scale
to produce the effects of a screaming man being
killed by a tiger

her taste organ could reach no farther
hormones and what is called an “end organ response” affect it

how come I haven’t heard about this interesting new sense organ and human pheromones before?
how do I know the organ i get is not from a right-wing, cheating, capitalist

lier with a big ego and a bad heart?
how does “moral sense” operate? where is its sense organ located? what type of input does it take? and

how does it relate that input to the output
that it generates?  

how is this micro- organ -ism transmitted and how does it cause illness?
how well they are matched to the organ types of recipients

how would Martin Luther King or Gan -dhi have responded to this situation?
Human organ trafficking, satanic rituals and “snuff films,” in

which victims are taped being murdered, have
all been offered as reasons for the killings

Hydraulos was a water-powered organ of ancient Greece
I feel regret that the Welte has fewer strings than

the Aeolian for, to confess the truth,
I have never cared for organ music, while I very much like the music of string

instruments”

I say this with confidence because of an article
which appeared in the house organ of the Democratic party, the Washington Post,

on June 5, 2000
ideal for politicians but never intended f- or gan -sters
if human beings had been provided with

an additional sense organ to detect such microwaves, each of our brains
would have suffered instantly from information
overdose and blown its fuse

if this console location would make it
impossible for the servant-player to appreciate

“the proper effect of the organ ” he was open to other suggestions
if you love hearing organ music in church, close your eyes and imagine

making your way to your pew while listening to 
hymns played by a polka band

if you need an organ , you don’t have to just hope the bureaucrats find
one for you 

if you want proof, the Gay Pride Parade
link below shows: it’s the men who are

dancing around in lingerie
with various sexual organ -s exposed, not women

if you’re going to decide who gets your organ -s, why not give them to others who are
willing to return the favor?

if you've wondered what life was
like before blowers, go watch this wonderful

little video of an organ in Spain that still has its original bellows
in operation

I'm a multicellular micro- organ -ism
in 1935 a severe hurricane flooded

the basement rooms and placed the organ blowers and generating equipment under several
feet of sea water

In a healthy cochlear -- the
snail-shaped hearing organ -- there are approx. 2.5 turns



In accordance with the Company's Bylaws,
the Board of Directors of Banco Bilbao Vizcaya

Argentaria. SA is the natural organ of representation
in complex organ -isms, sensory neurons relay their information to

the central nervous system
in India, people can either sell their kidneys

directly to hospitals or to organ brokers
in modern usage, the terms

hurdy gurdy and barrel organ should not be confused
in most species, the male sexual organ is designed to fit inside the female's

in musical organ -s, the stops are used to vary the tone and
sometimes imitate the sound of other instruments

in place of pipes, says Cristoval, "The organ had twenty cats separately confined to narrow
cases with their tails attached to a keyboard 

in politics, an agency, institution, council,
or parliament of a given organ -ization, such as the European Union, United

Nations, or African Union
in the French département of
Hautes-Pyrénées, the word ' organ ' is synonymous with 'commune'

in warfare, a 17th century
historical artillery design,

resembling the appearance of the musical organ
incorporating a church organ into group and solo improvisations

increased organ -ic food sales
influenced by these composers, the

North German school then rose
to prominence with notable composers including

Dieterich Buxtehude and especially
Johann Sebastian Bach, considered by
many to have achieved the height of organ composition

inside every embryo, there is an organ -izer that controls the differentiation of every cell
and defines its function.

insisted that heating outlets (ducts)
be added to the organ chamber to dehumidify the space on rainy and

damp occasions
instruments designed for organ diagnosis

interdisciplinary Sound Arts Workshop is
a not-for profit sound art organ -ization

interiors of the rooms to house the organ , console and pipes were not nearly finished 
interrelations between organ -ic, psychogenic and functional disorders are

still under discussion
is the prerequisite for a sense that it

must have a corresponding sense organ ? 
isn't it the point of having an organ -izer that you can find it when you need it?

it can be played with the organ keys, or by a MIDI device 
It has a late 19th century pipe organ
it has been known for decades

that the highly specialized hearing organ of male mosquitoes enables them to detect and
locate females

it has now been established that this organ produced a chemical which had, indirectly at least,
been associated with psychedelic states

It is also possible for a woman to
marry a man of lower rank m- organ -atically

it looks organ -ized and efficient!
it sounds sort of like an organ playing

its a house organ rather than a chamber instrument and is
uniquely well preserved mechanically

it's about the White House's efforts to turn
the typically servile media into the official house organ of the Republican Party

Its installed weight was to be 3 tons,
requiring steel reinforcing

beams and a floor installed
post-construction to support the  organ chamber

jerry goldsmith started his career
composing and playing the organ for television

join us for the Sundays in December for holiday
music concerts on our pipe organ , built especially for Vizcaya and installed

here in 1917



JP M- organ bought the patents for wireless transmission of
energy and set out to erase Tesla and his ideas
off the face of the earth

Kilgour said: China should put an end to organ harvesting immediately
knobs or handles that control the flow of air to organ stops

Kratos then reaches into a cyclops' eye
socket to wrench his seeing organ free

Kudos also to the out-of-sight organ player -- a man (?) obviously reliving
some kind of primal scene trauma

lab- or gan -gs inclined to gather outside the factories
and demonstrate

large barrel organ -s can easily be confused with normal ones
because many of them were built as "barrel
and finger" instruments

Las Piñas City is world famous for its bamboo organ
last barrel organ -s were electrically powered, or converted to

electrical power
laws governing organ donation and tissue retention are changing, partly

to allow many more transplants
Leia Naberrie Amidala Skywalker Organ -a Solo

lepidopterist struck up by a hand- organ across the toy store
let's go ahead and organ -ize one of those often passive social clubs

like the New York Times, the Post
is now simply a house organ of the War Party

 like, there are no superior governmental organ -s that co-ordinate museums
listen to the 26-key organ -ola

little is known about the genetic programs that
coordinate steps culminating in proper organ morphogenesis and axial position, cell

differentiation and physiologic function
little tiny hand-cranked table organ -s designed to teach song-birds pretty little songs

lunchtime organ recital
m- organ -atic marriages can be contracted in certain

countries, usually between persons
of unequal social rank

M- organ City, Louisiana
M- organ Stanley is another one of those names
M- organ -town Municipal Airport

mac fact- or-gan -g of cosmetic tools
Major Organ and the Adding Machine was released back in

June of 2001 on Orange Twin Records
making it possible to play them without

using the barrel when a human organ -ist was available
male organ

managing organ -izational chart
manifold possibilities of the organ in some way remind us of the immensity and the

magnificence of God
many ancient civilisations believed that

anything that resembled a sexual organ must logically possess sexual powers
many publishers print organ music in landscape format

map the density of sensory end organ -s
members of families in organ -ized crime

Met Mrs. Fisher who informed me automatic
attachment was misplaced when I heard organ .  Now playing beautifully”

Michigan autopsy law creates organ donation conflict
micro-vascular thrombosis in lung and

liver, and subsequent (multi-) organ failure
Mike, the sound engineer for

the piece Celestial Equat- or, gan -ged four channel faders together into one bus
milk that's one-hundred percent organ -ic

Millett serves currently as the editor
of The Verdict, the monthly house organ of Judicial Watch

monkey training for organ grinders in the 1800's
most organ music is notated on three staves, and, to aid the

eye in reading so many staves at once, the bar
lines are broken between the lowest two staves

move-on. org, an advocacy group alined with progressive causes
mp3 downloads of the most excellent Organ in Spain



Mr. Deering contracted for an instrument
to be built by the Aeolian Organ Company of Boston

much more inspiring and thrilling, he felt, was to
experience an entirely new organ : one that translates an opus into an odor

musicians from the American Guild of Organ -ists will perform
my neighb- or gan -ged all his marbles in a bag and stormed

out like a thunderbolt
natural, organ -ic process

necessary to monit- or gan -glion-infested skin around her armpits
neglecting a light bruise that

eventually turned into a min- or gan -grene
nerve fibre and sensory end organ density in the epidermis and papillary dermis of

the human hand
never-before-seen micro- organ -isms that could show a vital missing link in

the evolutionary process
no one can deny that the mind is the most sexual organ of the body, and that sexual enhancement must

start with the brain
no systematic investigation of the genomic organ -ization and transcriptional regulation of

these genes
normal ears process pitch information

according to precisely where on the hearing organ the stimulation is occurring, just like on a piano
with the lower pitched notes on one end
progressively moving to the higher pitched notes
on the other end 

North Country Co-op offers city
dwellers a taste of the organ -ic farm life  

not the weak fragile
i-believe-in-love-at-first-sight organ he pegged it to be

now, hugh gladwin studies behavior,
thinks, and develops systems to help people organ -ize and survive hurricanes
nuclear weapons are only good for one shot,

while the teenage male organ can be refired after a short rest, repeatedly
of the 87 organ rolls, three are duplicates and only twenty-five

are playable at this point in time
of the organ and the monkey and the many-coloured stream

olfactory responses in a gustatory organ of the malaria vector mosquito
Anopheles Gambiae

Omentum is indeed an organ of exceptional versatility
one British journalist of the day

noted that an itinerant organ grinder was paid: "for  his silence and
not his sounds"

one sense organ contradicts the evidence of the other four
organ -a is plural
organ barrels had to be extremely sturdy in order

to keep their precise alignment
Organ Clearing House

 organ development requires mechanisms to
establish an integrated, stereotyped tissue pattern
from multiple distinct cellular components

organ -elles are parts of the cell each fulfilling a
specific function

organ -etti di Barberia
organ grinders used one of the smaller

portable versions
organ -ic and health food recipes and tips
organ -ic as referring to living things
organ -ic brain syndrome is caused by a physical change

in the brain, permanent or temporary
organ -ic chemistry
organ -ic desease
organ -ic farmers nationwide
Organ -ic Pipes is the given name of this

sound installation
Organ -ic Urban Gardens - Caracas Style
organ -icists view society as akin to the development

and behavior of living things
organ is also a type of composition for voices



organ -iscism was coined by those who think all 
diseases are due to structural changes in the vital
body parts

organ -isms consist of many interdependent parts
creating a system that resembles a living thing

organ -ization theory, believe it or not, is a
branch of sociology

Organ Pipe Cactus National Monument
organ recordings
organ -s are matched by factors, including blood and

tissue typing, which can vary by race
organ -s that: “have the power of receiving into

themselves the sensible forms of things without
the matter”

organ summary
originally, the word organ -elle referred to large lipid bags within cells

our brain is an organ of entertainment, sensitive at any depth
and over a wide spectrum

 Our Gan -g
our goal is to identify and understand

the pathways that govern organ -ogenesis of the pancreas
our taste organ is the tongue

our organ collection and distribution system looks
like something designed by socialist
central planners

paper note rolls have also been used
since the 1920's for ruling street organ -s

part of the interi- or gan -glia
particularly beneficial micro- organ -isms that are popularly used in composting

Paul Chalfin cabled to inform him
that the cost of a Welte Philharmonic organ for the living room was $23,000.00

performed a number of FRAP
measurements in temporal bone

preparations preserving
the structural integrity of the hearing organ

Phil's attention was seized
by the notes of a hand- organ

pins would hit keys which
in turn would open valves which

let air go to the organ pipes
pipeless electric organ -s have been available since the 1930s, 

to produce similar sounds
plants, animal and bacteria are all organ -isms

presumably the gathered crowd scrambled around
hilariously for the errant sight organ while our heroine quietly slipped out the side door

princess Leia Organ -a in slave outfit is next
in their popular Star Wars
pre-painted soft vinyl model kit series

private organ -s
process we call organ -ogenesis

producers of certified organ -ic chicken feed
professor of organ -ismic and evolutionary biology David Haig argues

that the womb is the site of a maternal-fetal 
struggle over resources, which only in the best
cases ends in the stalemate of a successful birth

proposed 'spin-doct- or gan -gland' as the name for his newly designed
video game

proposed to adopt alternative models of organ -izatioanl structures based on anarchy
question number 26: The smell organ is a focal point of our: A. Emotions, memory,

health, and well being B. Dietary chamber,
synapse nasali and memory C. Emotions,
sexuality, creativity, and memory
D. None of the above

questions of jurisdiction among the judicial organ -s of the Basque Country
Rafael is also a member of various organ -izations that promote responsible drinking and

discourage alcohol misuse



recent reports have brought public attention to
the meager wages and poor living conditions

of workers on many organ -ic farms
recordings made during the residency will become

part of the museum's archive and
a compact disc of organ music will be release for distribution

at the gift shop 
regardless of your gender or political affiliation,

you’ll get preferred access to the organ -s of every other member
remember that church organ that I thought looked like it was designed

to fire projectiles at the listeners?
requires a significant amount

of crystalloid fluid to maintain end- organ perfusion
restoration of this historic organ was completed in 1992

reversible end- organ damage
Roland’s new FR-7 accordion

(shown here in fire engine red)
does one thing i’ll bet grandpa’s old hand organ never did: physical behavior modeling

Romance for Parlor Organ is the title
Rosie had to take a field trip to the beach

to find the Royale Organ
running in terr- or, gan -gbuster genius Laurel Villegas exited

the building hands on head and screaming "body
murder" as if he had just seen the very devil

Salvitore stands with organ in hand - monkey at his feet
saw this ad in the newspaper for a free organ . should i get?

scheduled a sex change operation to have my organ removed
second hand organ -s for sale

sensory impulses of constant intensity pass
along the nerve from the end organ

Serinettes contained all the basic
elements of the modern street organ - bellows, pipes, and a way of

making the pipes sound
at the right time

several sexually transmitted
diseases caused by the micro- organ -ism Chlamydia Trachomatis

severe functional disability and irreversible end organ damage
skin is the organ that provides us with a sense of touch

small organ used in liturgical and, at times, in secular
music from the 10th to the 17th century

smooth muscle can be used for organ repair and for treating heart disease
so now kids, which is male?

which is female? goose or gan -der?
so that a stem cell encoded

with the right information
could eventually grow into a mature organ like, say, a nose

So why did the organ installation end up being a last-minute project?
soap operas were perhaps the biggest users of organ music

some editorial slippage confuses the naming of the Organ Mountains in New Mexico
some form or outline should be pre-assembled

for the representative organ types
somehow persuaded him to install a Welte

automatic player device to operate
the already-built Aeolian organ

sometimes called a monkey organ ...
somewhat larger though still portable, the positive organ is from medieval times

sophom- ore 'gan -gly legged' Smith became famous for the sound
he made while walking 

sounds produced by this organ are intended to resemble the cries of a person in
distress intermixed with the roar of a tiger

speaking of the tremendous value of the organ as a liturgical instrument, the Pope reminded a
group of his native Bavarians today that music and
song are “themselves part of the liturgical action,”
which makes us more capable, “of
transforming the world”

sponsored by the Children’s Organ Transplant Association
Square One Organ -ic Vodka
starting an organ -ization called Chicago Chefs for Choice



Steve played a key roll in the efforts to organ -ize the company's labor union
strange micro- organ -ism geniuses are now in charge of most spam

studies then began to determine whether
the third eye was a true functioning gland

or merely a vestigial sight organ , a relic from our reptilian past
studies organ -specific toxicity and complications

subsequent organ invasion can lead to cardiac, neurologic, and
other manifestations

Sullivan ranked high in many organ -oleptic ways, including first in mouthfeel and
third for both crumb and taste

surrounding the singing organ like a large eternal light
Susan oversees the organ -ization of many public events

throughout the year
talking about god as the ultimate organ -izer, did you hear the one about the chicken?

technicians found difficulty installing the organ , noting especially the unreliable electrical supply
teenager minus one vestigial organ

than could the Aeolian Company who had just
started making roll players for pipe organ -s

thanks to Ken [mi socio] who seems to know every
single detail of its design, the rolls and how the organ operates

that he would be able to hear music
from the dining room and

the breakfast room during meals,
when he felt the organ would most be used

that organ -a was Kubrat’s maternal uncle
the Aeolian organ , built to specs, has been sitting “for some

months” in the company’s warehouse awaiting
shipment to Miami

the bottle organ concept was first developed in the early 1800’s 
the cat organ was so widely appreciated that German humorists

undertook to alter and improve it
the ear is a sort of organ -ic microphone

The Florida Federation of Music Clubs petitioned
Chalfin for permission to visit

Vizcaya specifically to hear the organ play and JD readily agreed
the former turning a hand- organ , the latter playing a tambourine

the kind of bonding and organ -ic friendship that develops unexpectedly
the last time you put on a floor-length organ -dy ball gown, you first had to shave your chest

the line between a church and a concert organ is hard to draw
the living room is a grand Renaissance

hall with a unique pipe organ , designed especially for Vizcaya
the male squid's sexual organ is actually a bit like a high-pressure fire hose and

is normally nearly as long as his body - excluding
legs and head

the military officer who was heading that organ had to resign
the nose contains the organ in-charged of our sense of smell

the oil gland is considered the end- organ because it is this gland that is
acted upon by hormones

the one with the red squishy organ in hand just looked wide-eyed
as Longshot put one pistol
away and drew the other out

the only bambo organ in the world where an annual festival is held
the persecution of the CNT’s organ in Madrid

the ravages of time, use, and the Florida climate
required that the instrument be "reworked"

in 1934 by the Kimball Organ Company who by this time had purchased
the Welte Company

the Sanskrit word for the male love organ is Lingham or Wand of Light ... a meaning 
different in intent from the typical Western view

the spleen does not seem to be the most suitable organ for this type of investigation
the term ganef,(also ganev, or gan -of, or gonif) is saved for unscrupulous thieves
the twofold aim of this work

was to determine which organ might reveal both a correlation between the
percentage of degradation of the DNA and the
time lapse since death

The Yards and Ken Lovern's Jazz Trio
showcase the drawbar-driven B3 organ

the organ builders and Chalfin wanted the console in a room



The Organ Grinder is (or was) a run-down strip joint down
in South Miami

the organ has always been considered, and rightly so,
the king of musical instruments, because it takes
up all the sounds of creation and gives resonance
to the fullness of human sentiments

the organ is called the saccule and is about
the size of a pea

the organ -ito was the greatest tango promoter of the late
19th century and early 20th century since it
reached a popular auditorium that had no easy
access to music before radio broadcasting

the organ pipe cactus or Stenocereus thurberi is native to
Mexico and the United States

the organ should be returned as nearly as possible to
its original condition

the organ Welte-Mignon built for Vizcaya in 1916 by
M. Welte & Sons

their tails were tied to cords
attached to the keyboard of the organ and when the bear pounded the keys, the cords

were jerked, and this pulled the tails of the cats,
and made them mew in bass or treble notes,
according to the nature of the airs

then, as we imagine the number
of melodic pipes and drones increasing to

represent the Italian zampogna,
the sound becomes that of an organ

there are no pipes in a "pump organ ."
there are roughly two narrative-paths in the film:

first, the story of the outsider detective
searching for his "dead" partner after their

uncovering of a horrific black market organ -smuggling ring run by Yakuza
there is also a mouth organ with pipes set in a small container

these micro- organ -ism coupled to diodes, analogous to
solar cells, will make micro-batteries
to power other nano-devices

these micro- organ -isms ‘gate’ the electron transport through a
nano-device equivalent to a field effect transistor

they call it organ -izational psychology, as if fictitious individuals
or corporations have some kind of soul

they had promised him an
unlimited supply of rolls for the organ

this ‘moral sense’ is supposed to tell
us something about how the world ought to be,

but, how is it possible for any “sense” organ to generate this type of output?
this information can be used by organ -isms to make decisions on whether to eat a

particular piece of food, or whether a potential
partner is ready to mate

this micro- organ -ism is about equal in size to Megabacteria
this venerable house of God, the Basilica of

“Our Lady of the Old Chapel”, has been
splendidly refurbished and today receives a new organ , which will now be blessed and solemnly

dedicated to its proper aim: the glorification
of God

this video shows how scientist extracted
a 200 Million Year-Old Micro- organ -ism from salt crystals

this X-linked recessive condition is due to end- organ resistance to testosterone causing genotypically
male children (46XY) to have a female phenotype 

three classes of hierarchically organ -ized protein kinases
three microphone setups were
used to record selections form

its library of Welte Philharmonic organ rolls
through Chalfin, Welte made a

counteroffer to build an organ for Vizcaya
'tis the fault of the hand- organ which would grind away while he was disputing

title: providing end- organ protection with renin-angiotensin
system inhibition: the evidence so far

title: SRMG Pledges Support for Organ Transplant Center



to describe the history of the
production of the traditional organ -itos

to explain why I prefer the word organ -inzation to the word company as each refers to
gatherings of people

total operating organ -izational budget for the current fiscal year
turning the inner courtyard into a giant organ chamber

 two independent organ groups for which IL-1 promoted melanoma
metastasis were identified in the cluster analysis

two police detectives Numata and Tosaka infiltrate a
group of underground black market human organ dealers

unlike the cylinders for Swiss music boxes, which
are made of finely crafted metal,

the cylinders for barrel organ -s were made from wood
UNOS oversees the national database
of clinical transplant information and

operates the computerized organ sharing system
use m- ore gan -ache on the smaller cakes

uses the organ as the central element
using mechanical, rotating tone-wheels

to produce the sound waveforms,
the Hammond was the first successful electric organ , released in the 1930s and widely used in rock

and popular music during the 1960s and 1970s
using sophisticated ultrasonic transducers,

Neurophone® discovered that a tiny organ in the inner ear that is normally associated with
balance is also a hearing receptor for
ultrasonic sound

vintage organ
vital organ -s with endocrine and exocrine functions

water f- or gan -dy dancers by the railroad tracks
we are not wanted in Iraq, and we are

now hunted, bombed and hated by a growing
legion of freedom fighters  ~ which the

Cheney/Bush administration and their house organ Fox News calls terrorists  
we can say how we detect yellow since

we have eyes, but what sense organ do we have for detecting value?
we were successful in controlling the organ with the aid of a video-editing machine that

could play the music forward, backward, and
at different rates of  speed

Welte guaranteed completion and
installation of the Vizcaya organ by December 15

Welte, The Company, could provide a larger
selection of rolls for the player organ

Welte’s New York office sent organ -ist Anton Koerner to Miami
went to Portland, Oregon (which I now know

learned it is pronounced ore-gawn or or-gan , and not Or-re-gon, thanks to a particular young
shuttle driver

what did he mean by: The concave organ should be sealed with concrete
what do you mean by organ -o-synthetic, aren't we talking about the war?

what does the Bible have to say about organ -ized religion?
what would happen to the organ shortage in the United States if all Americans

were donors by default? 
what organ handles E.S.P.?

when even the house organ of the neoBolsheviks sees more loss than gain in
continuing a centerpiece Bushophobic gambit, that
mother really has jumped the shark 

when planning for a pipe organ for Vizcaya
while the sound-making mechanisms
of insects are fairly well understood,

this is not the case with their auditory organ -s
will perform on Vizcaya’s historic pipe organ and Carol de Biase, Curator of Orchids,

will be on hand
without all vital organ -s functioning adequately, a person will quickly die

wrong conceptions of how a person is organ -ized? (what if it isn't discrete?) 
yellow organ -dy dresses, beautifully taylored, to wear to their

high school graduation
you and your organ -ic potatos, sodium laureth sulphate-isms

you could see it in his eyes: He had been asked to organ -ize his room
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